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Bal Barbour Police Officer, Rene Guillen, charged with sexual battery on a
minor under the age of 12
By Cops Busted  Published 05/29/2009  Bad Cops  Rating: 

Bal Harbour,Fl. - Authorities say a city of Bal Harbour police officer, Rene Guillen,
32, has been charged with sexually assaulting a 7-year-old girl.

According to Miami-Dade police, Rene Guillen, 32, was taken into custody Thursday and charged was charged with sexual
aggravated battery on a minor under the age of 12.

Police say Rene Guillen wasa five-year-veteran with the Bal Barbour's motorcycle unit. Guillen had been previously employed
by the Florida State Troopers for five years.

Guillen provided a full confession, according to a statement from
Miami-Dade police.

Information released by police allege that the 7-year-old girl was
sexually assaulted while visiting Guillen's residence on the evening of
April 25, 2009. The vicim is reported to be the daughter of Guillen's
wife's stepbrother.

Miami-Dade police say their investigation of the case began on
Tuesday, May 26, and that an arrest warrant for Guillen was issued
the following day.

Guillen has been suspended from the Bal Harbour Police Department
without pay, and is currently held without bond.

Our Opinion:
We have all heard the rumors about showing some cleavage to get

out of a ticket, and I don't think we would be too disturbed if this
was just another one of those, she flashed and flirted and ........ But sexually assaulting a 7 year-old girl! Glad to see you
were arrested and placed where you belong... JAIL!
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